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ABSTRACT

A method is provided for holding a hairpiece firmly in place on a wearer's head by anchoring adjustable brackets to the wearer's existing hair. A firm anchor is formed from a bead of melted rubber which is fused into a thin strip of existing hair, and subsequently hardens therein. An anchor attachment and adjustable male bracket are fastened to the rubber anchor, the male bracket engaging a corresponding female bracket attached to the base of the hairpiece to firmly hold the hairpiece in place. The effective length of the male bracket may be adjusted to compensate for hair growth over a period of time.
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UNITED STATES PATENTS
METHOD OF SECURING A HAIRPIECE

The invention is related to men's hairpieces, and more particularly to the method of firmly attaching a toupee in position on the head of a wearer.

In past, men's hairpieces, or toupees, have been secured in place with co-adhesive tape or various types of glues. Many people experience the fear that their toupee may slip out of place or completely fall off. For people who are active in sports and other activities, the glues and tapes do not provide satisfactory means of even temporarily holding the toupee in place. Furthermore, the holding capabilities of such glues and tapes tend to diminish over a period of time, thus requiring replacement on a periodic basis.

An object of the present invention is to provide a means of firmly holding a hairpiece in place on a wearer's head such that it will not come loose over a period of time or under strenuous activity.

A further object of the present invention is to provide a means for fastening a hairpiece firmly in place such that it may be worn in comfort and adjusted to fit properly as the wearer's actual hair grows in length over a period of time.

It is another object of the present invention to provide an anchor in the wearer's actual hair which is formed from a bead of rubber material fused into a thin strip of the actual hair.

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide a means for fastening a hairpiece in place which is adjustable on the wearer's head, yet does not require periodic maintenance or replacement, such that the wearer can wear the hairpiece confidently over a long period of time.

These together with other objects and advantages which will become subsequently apparent reside in the details of construction and operation as more fully hereinafter described and claimed, reference being had to the accompanying drawings forming a part hereof, wherein like numerals refer to like parts throughout, and in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates the head of a wearer, with toupee removed, having an anchor strip formed around the perimeter of his actual hair.

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of an anchor attachment fastened to the anchor strip formed in the wearer's hair.

FIG. 3 is a sectional view of the hairpiece fastened in place by way of the brackets and anchor attachment.

FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view of the brackets and anchor attachment, or similar seen in FIG. 3.

FIG. 5 is an exploded perspective view of the bottom surface of the male and female brackets.

Referring more specifically to FIG. 1, numeral 10 generally indicates the head of a wearer. An anchor strip 12 is formed around the perimeter of the wearer's hair 14 to provide an anchor, as hereinafter explained. A hairpiece, or toupee, 16 has a base 18 with a plurality of female brackets 20 fastened to its lower surface.

Referring to FIG. 2, it will be appreciated that the thin strip of hair 12 is separated, or parted, around the perimeter area 20 of the wearer's actual hair. Preferably, this narrow strip is about one-eighth inch wide, and is of a shape which aligns with the perimeter of the toupee 16, when placed in position. A thin bead of rubber material 22 is melted and fused into the narrow anchor strip 12 by means such as a rubber glue gun. The rubber 22 hardens as it cools, to form a permanent anchor in the hair which can be removed only by cutting off the hair itself. A plurality of anchor attachments 24 are attached to anchor 22 by fastening threads 26, or similar fastening means.

Each anchor attachment 24 includes a plurality of spaced thread holes 28 and a resilient mounting post 30 extending in the upward direction. The anchor attachments are relatively thin such that they will not noticeably raise the toupee on the wearer's head and may be made of high impact polystyrene, vinyl, or similar resilient material.

Referring to FIG. 4, it will be appreciated, that an elongated male bracket, or flat finger 32, is provided for each anchor attachment and has a hole 34 at one end thereof which is press fitted, or snapped over, resilient mounting posts 30 of each anchor attachment 24. Each mounting post 30 is such that, once male bracket 32 has been snapped into position, it will be held firmly in place, it being almost impossible to accidentally unsnap the connection, until the proper releasing force is applied. Each male bracket 32 is adapted to extend into collar-shaped female bracket 36 having a plurality of gripping apertures 38, formed in the bottom side thereof, to provide an adjustable bracket assembly. Each finger, or bracket, has a plurality of fastening teeth 40 on one side thereof, each having a sloped surface 42 and a relatively perpendicular surface 44, such that engagement of the teeth with fastening apertures 38 will prevent movement of finger 32 in one direction, but permit tightening movement on the opposite direction. Each female bracket 36 is fastened to the lower surface of toupee base 18 by means such as cement 45 and/or fastening threads 46 extending through holes 48, as shown in FIG. 3.

The effective length of each finger 32 may be adjusted by sliding the finger through the opening in the corresponding collar-shaped bracket 36. Each of the collar-shaped brackets 36 is relatively rigid, yet elastic in nature, such that sloped surfaces 42 of teeth 40 will flex the segments 39 outwardly. When teeth 40 are aligned with apertures 38, segments 39 return to their original position to lock teeth 40 in position. If adjustment is made beyond the desired point (i.e., male bracket 32 too short), the entire length of bracket 32 is passed through the collar-shaped bracket and restarted. After each finger 32 has been properly adjusted, it is snapped to the appropriate anchor attachment 24 by way of the post and hole arrangement 30, 34. It will be appreciated, that as the hair along strip 20 continues to grow over a period of time, fingers 32 may be adjusted to offset any changes in the positions of anchor attachments 24 due to hair growth. Thus, a relatively simple, inexpensive method is provided for readily adjusting the anchor bracket assembly to effectively hold the toupee in place.

It should be noted, that slight variations in the size and configuration of brackets 32 and 36 are within the scope of this invention. It is appreciated, that the snap lock connection 30, 34 will permit the wearer to remove the toupee for bathing, shampooing, or for other reasons he may desire. Most important, is the fact that the toupee can be worn with confidence, without the fear that it will accidentally come loose, as with co-adhesive tapes or glues.

The foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the principles of the invention. Further, since numerous modifications and changes will readily occur to those skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the exact construction and operation shown and described, and accordingly all suitable modifications and equivalents may be resorted to, falling within the scope of the invention.

What is claimed as new is as follows:

1. A method for fastening a hairpiece to the head of a wearer, said method consisting of the steps of fusing a bead of hardenable material into the hair of the wearer to form a permanent hair anchor, allowing the bead to reach a hardened condition, fastening anchor attachments to the bead after it has reached the hardened condition, and securing the hairpiece to the anchor attachments to hold it firmly in place on the wearer's head.

2. The method set forth in claim 1 wherein the step of fusing the bead of hardenable material to the hair of the wearer includes the step of parting or separating the wearer's hair to form a narrow strip of hair around the bald area.

3. The method set forth in claim 2 wherein the step of securing the hairpiece to the anchor attachments includes the step of securing bracket assemblies to the bottom of the hairpiece for connection to the anchor attachments.

4. The method set forth in claim 3 wherein the step of securing the anchor attachments includes the step of adjusting the effective length of each bracket assembly prior to connecting the hairpiece to the anchor attachments.

5. The method set forth in claim 4 wherein the hairpiece connected to the anchor attachments by snapping part of each bracket assembly onto the corresponding anchor attachment to firmly hold the hairpiece in place.
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6. A device for fastening a toupee to the head of a wearer, said device comprising a bead of hardenable material in the hair of the wearer to form a permanent anchor therein, an anchor attachment fastened to said bead, and a bracket assembly connected to the bottom of the toupee and engaging said anchor attachment when the toupee is positioned on the head of a wearer.

7. The device set forth in claim 6 wherein said bracket assembly includes means for selectively adjusting the effective length of said bracket assembly.

8. The device set forth in claim 6 wherein said bracket assembly includes an elongated male bracket with a plurality of teeth thereon and a collar-shaped female bracket with a plurality of apertures therein adapted to receive some of said plurality of teeth on said male bracket to secure the toupee to the head of the wearer.

9. The device set forth in claim 8 wherein said elongated male bracket is snapped fastened to said anchor attachment to prevent accidental removal of the toupee from the head of the wearer.

10. The device set forth in claim 9 wherein said collar-shaped female bracket is made of a flexible, elastic material which flexes to permit adjustment of said elongated male brackets.